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although the film had been attacked as regressive by some, there was a certain level of artistic respect for the film, and sprinkle was even able to make changes to her performance to accommodate the different audiences who responded to her routine.
when she performed at the first screening of the film at the moma, she had a special piano that she played throughout the performance, while stroking her breasts. the first work of annie sprinkle that really seems to have made an impression on me was

the swimsuit scorecard, her 1983 performance at the deitch projects titled swimsuit scorecard where she interviewed porn actresses from the early 1980s, including some of the pioneers of adult film like alice best, traci lords, holly hart and annie
sprinkle herself. sprinkle performed her routine of pie charts and graphs illustrating why she chose a career in the sex industry, using a powerpoint presentation that was clearly based on the script of her routine. in the interview sections, sprinkle asked

the actresses about their most memorable sex scenes, and about the most memorable sexual experiences of their lives. these personal accounts and questions were put to the actresses in a lighthearted and sincere manner that was very much a
departure from the more flippant and often confrontational interviewing style of many in the sex industry. the actresses responded with frankness and humor, while sprinkle also showed great affection for them and their work. the result was a

performance that was both earnest and penetrating, an early example of a type of performance that would become quite popular in the late 1980s and early 1990s, the interview performance.
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in the mind of playboy
centerfold queen evelyn
keyes, porn is the only

place where a woman can
be a full-time woman.
whether she is being a

stud or a stud’s girlfriend,
or just a woman having
lots of sex with lots of

men, she is still a woman.
when a woman does porn,

she’s not a woman —
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she’s a piece of meat, and
that’s just the way she

likes it. and what a piece
of meat she is. one of the
best-looking women ever
to pose nude for playboy,

annie sprinkle is as
gorgeous as she is

outrageous. by the time
we see her being fucked
by a man with a strap-on,
this is a woman who has

already taken over
america’s porn industry.
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she’s the biggest star in
porn since marilyn

monroe, and everyone
knows it. she’s annie, and
she’s coming to a theater

near you. with a brass
band on her heels, annie
invites her audience out
for the ride of their lives.
in 1988, sprinkle and her
bosom buddy veronica

vera attended artist linda
montanos summer saint

camp at the art/life
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institute in kingston, new
york, where she

underwent a sort of
epiphany. linda became
annies mentor and role
model. their friendship
and collaboration led to

many performances over
the course of fifteen
years, and to various
sexuality workshops,

namely sacred sexand
metamorphosex. her

numerous experimental
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film docudramas from this
period reflect her shift

from porn to art in such
films as linda/les & annie:
the first female-to-male
transsexual love story ,

and the sluts and
goddesses video

workshop , an all women
film which resulted in
annie being welcomed

into the lesbian
community. 5ec8ef588b
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